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Indian Heart Journal.
I read with great interest and admiration your Editorial,
‘Quo Vadis Cardiology?’ (published in the journal in the
March-April 2014 issue)
Cardiology, like any other medical specialty, has swung
between extremes ofmystical genesis of disease andmasterly
inactivism to over reliance on science and technology, but
seems now to be on the right track. Traditional wisdom and
even Ayurvedic concept of health, as propounded in Charaka
Samhita, talk of individual as an epistome of the universewith
cosmic interaction with individual's health. Infact Edgar
Cayce, the sleeping prophet said, ‘almost all disease is due to
the patient's being out of balance with the laws of universe…
all healing comes from divine within’. I do agree with your
comments that all the theories e of relativity, of quantum
physics and particle physics, shall change, and are infact
changing, and everything will come undone in due course of
time, for change is the only permanent thing in nature and
there is nothing absolute.
A sister science, Physics, underwent a monumental shift
from classical deterministic physics to the new quantum
physics, in which objects are described as waves of possibil-
ities that can exist at two ormore places simultaneously. Rene
Descartes, though enjoying the sobriquet of ‘Father of Modern
Philosophy’, can be dammed for reducing the causality of all
events, including every disease process, to mechanistic ex-
planations. What you refer in your editorial of the experiences
of patients of heart transplants and of inanimate machines
getting influenced by feelings of the handlers and the power of
positive effect of meditation, can not be fathomed by the
reductionist model of Descartes, but do find scientific basis in
quantum physics. Infact scientists in Netherlands have
moved a step closer to overriding Albert Einstein's one of the
objection to the basis of quantum mechanics, which he
described as ‘spooky action at a distance’. In a major break
through reported in the current issue of Journal Science,1E-mail address: op_yadava@yahoo.com.
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two quantumbits separated by 3m, and this occurredwithout
moving the physical matter to which the information is
attached. They did this by producing qubits (quantum bits)
using electrons trapped in diamonds at extremely low tem-
perature. Infact scientists are closer than ever before in defi-
nitely proving Einstein wrong in his early refutation of the
notion of ‘entanglement’, in whichwidely separated particles,
even by light years, can remain connected, with the state of
one particle instantaneously affecting the state of another.
Even way back in 1964, an Irish physicist, John Stewart Bell
had propounded the Bell's theorem, wherein he had suggested
that particles connected via quantum entanglement could
communicate information faster than the speed of light,
something which was considered heretic then.
The quantum non-local connection at a distance was
earlier demonstrated by Grinberg Zylberbaum et al,2 when
they asked two subjects to meditate for about 20 min with the
intention of establishing a direct communication with each
other. After 20 min, the subjects were isolated electromag-
netically using Faraday chambers and their brains were con-
nected to separate EEG machines. When one subject was
shown a series of light flashes and the evoked potentials
recorded, surprisingly the second subject's brain, which
received no stimulus, also exhibited electrical activity of
similar phase and strength. This remains open to speculation
as to what was the origin of this transferred potential?
Mind-body interaction, labeled the quantum healing, has
been very elegantly expounded by Deepak Chopra and Larry
Dossey. Mind-body healing is not brain-body healing, as in the
former downward causation, that is a thought or an emotion
or a belief initiating the healing process is fundamental. Non
locality in healing has been further demonstrated by a cardi-
ologist Dr. Randolf Byrd3 in a study of 393 CCU patients at San
Francisco General Hospital. The subjects were divided into
two groups, first group in which the subjects were prayed for
and Control group, who were not prayed for. The prayed forreserved.
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three time less prone to develop pulmonary edema (p < 0.001).
It was postulated that if some body prays at a distance, con-
sciousness simultaneously collapses the healing thought in
the mind of prayed for through mental telepathy, thus pro-
ducing salutary effects. Even our scriptures attest to this form
of healing. The ‘Pranic’ healing and the ‘Chi’ forces in Chinese
medicine are vibrant examples of quantum healing. This
quaint concept was not only hotly debated, but castigated and
discarded, by the western Descartean concept of medicine
and biology because of the implied dualism, as also the fact
that the advent of molecular biology seemed to explain
everything through the process of Genes and DNA. However,
as Amit Goswami from Department of Physics at the Institute
of Theoretical Sciences, University of Oregon puts it, ‘Mole-
cules obey physical laws, but they know nothing about the
context of living, such as maintenance and survival, let alone
love or jealousy, that occupy us much of the time’.
I therefore compliment you for your editorial which is not
only appropriate, but also timely. Most of our current practi-
cises of medicine and cardiology are likely to change as we
gradually under stand more and more of the quantum nature
of the vital body which indeed is crucial for bio-pshycho-physical understanding of body and disease. The answer
thus to the question posed, Quo Vadis cardiology, is that we
need to integrate not only the traditionally described ‘Eastern’
and the ‘Western’ systems of medicine, but also the physical
body functioning and the vital body functioning and we need
to be in synchrony and in tandem with the cosmos, its rules
and its dictats. And as against your prophecy of everything
known today changing e this may not change… for eternity!
Food for thought!r e f e r e n c e s
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